How to Politically Destroy Earthquake Weapon＝Anyone can make HAARP.
Dear staffs of Global Websites(every morning,author read your sites). 2016/06/04
In 2010/1/12 ,M7 Earthquake hitted Haiti and in 2011/3/11 M9 Earthquake hitted Japan.
They say those were caused by HAARP the electromagnetic earthquake weapon.
Now HAARP had become fatal political threatening for Democratic Nations in the world.
Now author will reveals you how to make HAARP the mechanism.A harp is collective of
music playing strings by fingers touchings on those.Then the strings are electron density in
Ion sphere and the fingers is irradiating special traversal electromagnetic waves(VHF) in Ion
sphere.

[１]:The Technological Fact Summary.
(1)Alternating Electron Density(AED) is possible by scanning(irradiating) strong beam of
fingers wave toward Ion sphere by phased array antenna(HAARP).
(2)AED can reradiate Charge Density Wave(CDW,or scalar wave)toward ground through
sea water and stratum by the strongest penetration ability(stratum depth＞10Km).
＊ordinal traversal electromagnetic wave is strongly attenuated in sea water and stratum.Almost nothing
penetration ability !!.

(3)Note earthquake hypo center cracking is chemical bonding one,a chemical bonding is
due to electrical force(charge).Then CDW is to act on chemical bonding destruction(hypo
center cracking).

(4)A critical state of hypo center is maximum tension,then earthquake is to begin by very
low charge density injection.
*Extremely telling,a string breaking by strong tension is caused from one position,which is initialized by
chemical bonding destruction of a molecule.

(5)HAARP Evidence of the Mechanism<now English translation is going on>.
ＨＡＡＲＰ＝電荷密度波地震兵器の理論推計：
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J53-HAARP-Evidences-of-the-Mechanism.pdf
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*Note it is not that author had gotten full exact comprehension,but the main principle of
mechanism in quantitical realization.

[２]:The Political Fact Summary.
The being of Earthquake Weapon had become famous in Japan Congress by Mr Hamada a
member of the House of Representive.Then some the other members and many confessed
it had become a serious political threatening.In 1995/1/17,the Murayama Socialists Party
government,Hanshin Awaji earthquake was attacked,In 2011/3/11,the Kan Democrats
Party government,Tohhoku earthquake was attacked,Both earthquakes are political terrors
against democrat movements in Japan(and the world).Both governments were very rare
era of non LDP government the substantial long years dictator one after the war.
Those terrors may be not only in Japan,but also in the other nations in the world.

Japan(and the world) will not manage decent politics so long as
conserving such threatened situation !!!.

Then scientists,engineers and politicians both in Japan and the world must make

testimony the evil being of HAARP,
and make global declaration of the warning toward international society.Each nations must
do effective political actions with making global ally toward abolishing earthquake weapons.
Author wish your strong supports toward effective world wide actions.

*Caution:It is possible to accuse author that it is itself of revealing earthquake weapon that
would cause threatening in people.However,today many(especially nation elites) had known
it,but they have been in silent.Someones honestly confessed that I accepted their
unreasonable request to avert damage by the threatening.This can be a plausible
justification of corrupted politics by turning own responsibility to the threatening in

silent !!.
A kidnapping will never be ceased so long as people pay.
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